NOTE: Where ONLY 1 or 2 students mentioned an improvement we
have not included this. We have gone with the majority.
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BTEC Level 2 Students
You like the lessons and the teacher is really
supportive.
Year 12 Double Award Students
You like doing creative activities and
practical work
You like the work booklets
You are happy with the support you get to do
the coursework
You would like more lessons to do the
coursework in.
You would like more computers to be
working in the coursework lessons
Year 12 Single Award Students
The teachers are helpful
You like getting the work back quickly and
the feedback is helpful
The work booklets are helpful for keeping
notes and for the guidelines
Year 13 Double Award Students
You like doing practical activities in lessons
You like it when you work through the work
booklets so you know what to do for the
coursework
You would like more discussion lessons
You would like more coursework lessons
You would like to have your work back
more quickly so that you can get it
amended before the next piece is due
You would like feedback on how to improve
your grades when you get work back
You would like college to improve computer
access as there are not enough computers
available during some lessons in the day
You would like to go out on more trips
Year 13 Single Award Students
The teachers are helpful
The feedback you get is helpful
You would like all the computers in the
rooms to be working
You would like more lessons for doing
coursework

Staff Feedback
More coursework lessons
We give students as much time as we can and we
advise that they start all coursework as soon as
they get it so they can keep up.
More discussion and practical activities
Yes, we can do this – practical room being set up
for September 2014.
Computer Access and Computers Not
Working
We try to let IT support know as soon as a
computer is not working. They try to help as soon
as they can. It is really frustrating for you and us
that ours seem to go wrong a lot.

Getting work back more quickly and feedback
College policy is a 10 day turnaround but we are
allowed a bit more time as we have high marking
loads. You should get work back within a month.
We will try to make sure our feedback tells you
how to improve grades.

Trips
Yes, we agree it would be really nice to get out
more – just need to sort out where, when, how to
get there with large numbers and who pays?!
We are looking at developing this in the Summer
2014.

